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What is the “halo” ? [for purposes of this lecture]
• “dark halo” - the dark matter in the Galaxy


• “stellar halo” - stars with an orbit 
distribution centered on the Galactic 
center, roughly isotropic and roughly non-
rotating


• “accreted stellar halo” - stars that 
acquired this distribution because they 
formed in other galaxies that merged with 
the MW


• “stellar disk” - stars with a defined sense 
of rotation, mostly in a [relatively] thin 
plane
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The halo is dominated by dark matter 
rather than stars and gas

100 kpc 100 kpc

Dark Matter (CDM) Stars

FIRE-2 simulation m12i, Wetzel et al 2016



The halo’s mass is dominated by dark matter 
rather than stars and gas

vc(r) = GM( < r)
r

High-mass disk stars
gas terminal velocity
red clump giant stars

Jeans modeling of BHB stars

★ stream modeling

mostly disk mostly halo



Movie by Shea Garrison-Kimmel
FIRE-2 simulation m12i, Wetzel et al 2016

This region of the Galaxy is fundamentally cosmological
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What is in the “halo” ?
• dark matter


• satellite galaxies


• globular clusters


• accreted stars formed in other galaxies that 
merged with the MW


• stars born in the MW that ended up on halo-
like orbits, either:


• through interactions between the disk and 
accreted satellite galaxies, or


• born before the disk?



What is in the “halo” ?
• dark matter


• satellite galaxies

Galactic positions of known satellite galaxies + surveyed regions 
of sky (as of 2015). Drlica-Wagner et al. 2015 (DES collab)

Deep color-magnitude diagram of the 
Sculptor dwarf satellite galaxy 
de Boer et al. 2011



What is in the “halo” ?
• dark matter


• satellite galaxies

luminosity-metallicity reln for dwarf satellites 
(Kirby et al. 2013)

Deep color-magnitude diagram of the 
Sculptor dwarf satellite galaxy 
de Boer et al. 2011



What is in the “halo” ?
• dark matter


• satellite galaxies


• globular clusters

Half-light radius (apparent size)

McConnachie 2012
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What is in the “halo” ?
• dark matter


• satellite galaxies


• globular clusters

A.R. Walker et al. 2017

dSun = 30.9 kpc

CMD of Sculptor

de Boer et al. 2011



What is in the “halo” ?
• dark matter


• satellite galaxies


• globular clusters


• accreted stars formed in other galaxies that 
merged with the MW



stellar streams are found all over the Galaxy

Mateu, Read, & Kawata 2018

4-10 kpc Galactocentric

https://github.com/cmateu/galstreams

https://github.com/cmateu/galstreams


15-21 kpc Galactocentric

Mateu, Read, & Kawata 2018https://github.com/cmateu/galstreams

stellar streams are found all over the Galaxy

https://github.com/cmateu/galstreams


21-26 kpc Galactocentric

Mateu, Read, & Kawata 2018https://github.com/cmateu/galstreams

stellar streams are found all over the Galaxy

https://github.com/cmateu/galstreams


most streams used to be found via “matched filtering” 
operating on photometric surveys like SDSS…

A.R. Walker et al. 2017
Grillmair 2009

…but now Gaia allows searches in position + proper motion 
(e.g. Malhan & Ibata 2018)



around the Sun, Gaia & predecessors showed streams 
passing through the solar neighborhood in phase space

A&A proofs: manuscript no. dggc-final-3

The improved PMs for millions of stars in the Magellanic
Clouds o↵er a unique dataset for understanding the internal dy-
namics of these systems. For example, Fig. 24 shows the velocity
map obtained for the LMC, and reveals a high degree of order in
the rotational motion of this system. This has allowed us to de-
rive a rotation curve based on tangential velocities that is com-
petitive to that obtained using radial velocity information. How-
ever, we also find indications in the PM residuals (after subtrac-
tion of a model of a rotating inclined disc), of streaming motion
along the bar. Not only do we learn about internal structure and
mass distribution of the Clouds, but this dataset will also help us
in understanding how and when the two galaxies interacted, and
whether and how this is related to the Magellanic stream (e.g.
Kallivayalil et al. 2006a). It might even be possible to find stars
stripped from the Clouds at much larger distances than previ-
ously attempted.

This brief discussion on the impressive astrometric quality of
the Gaia DR2 datasets for the Galactic satellites calls for high-
precision radial velocity measurements and abundances follow-
up for as many of the members identified by Gaia as possible
(as planned e.g. by the WEAVE and 4MOST projects, see e.g.
Feltzing et al. 2017). Lists of possible members according to our
analyses are given in Table D.3 for the globular clusters, dSph,
and UFD galaxies, and for the Magellanic Clouds.

7.2.2. Substructure and debris

The methods we used thus far has relied on the objects of inter-
est being concentrated in a specific location on the sky. Tidally
torn satellites and streams, on the other hand, may extend across
great parts of the celestial sphere. Here we briefly demonstrate
the capacity of Gaia DR2 to also investigate this type of struc-
ture in the Milky Way using astrometric data alone. A further
and deeper analysis is left to the general users of Gaia DR2.

One known substructure in the halo near the Sun that pre-
sumably originated in a disrupted satellite was discovered by
Helmi et al. (1999), defining a clump in the Lz versus |L?| =q

L2
x
+ L2

y
space. The physical reality of this structure, sometimes

called Helmi’s stream, was later independently confirmed by e.g.
Chiba & Beers (2000); Smith et al. (2009), but no significant ad-
ditional members have been identified since then. Gaia DR2 will
likely reveal a very large number of new members, but measur-
ing Lz and L? without radial velocity can only be done exactly in
two small areas on the sky: in the directions of the Galactic cen-
tre and anticentre. In this case, µl and µb translate directly into
the space velocities vz and v� with knowledge of the distance D.
The angular-momentum components are then simply Lz = xv�

and L? = Ly ⇠ �xvz, where x = D + R�, and R� is the Galacto-
centric distance of the Sun.

We show the distribution of stars within a circle of 15 degrees
radius around the Galactic anticentre in the Lz vs. Ly space in
Fig. 25. We considered here only stars with $/�$/ > 5. In ad-
dition to the dominant disc centred on (�1800, 0) kpc km s�1 and
the more di↵use halo centred on (0,0), stars are distinctly con-
centrated around (�1100,�2400) kpc km s�1, corresponding to
the expected location of the Helmi stream. A tight cut around the
centre of this clump gives 32 candidate members (with distances
from 260 pc to about 2 kpc), more than tripling the original num-
ber reported in Helmi et al. (1999). A Hertzsprung-Russel (HR)
diagram of these 32 members using Gaia DR2 G magnitudes,
parallaxes, and GBP–GRP colours is shown in Fig. 26. Despite
the patchy extinction in this area of the sky, the HR diagram
reveals an old, metal-poor main sequence, o↵set from a corre-

sponding disc sequence by about 0.2 mag towards the blue. This
figure shows four probable binaries among the 32 new members,
and the three subgiants indicate a turno↵ at an absolute magni-
tude MG ⇠ 4.5. A straight extrapolation of the 32 new members
from the 15-degree circle to the whole sky would give close to
2000 members in all of DR2. These can in principle be identified
using radial velocity information as well.

Fig. 25 shows a clear over-density only for Ly / vz < 0,
and not for vz > 0 (at fixed Lz). This stronger asymmetry in the
direction of the anticentre than originally reported by Helmi et al.
(1999) (where the ratio was 3:1) may be used to place constraints
on the accretion time and suggests that the merger may have
taken place even more recently than argued by e.g. Kepley et al.
(2007).

prograde retrograde
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Fig. 25. Distribution of DR2 stars in a circle of 15 degrees radius around
the Galactic anticentre direction in the L? = Ly vs Lz space. The Helmi
stream is the distinct density enhancement near the bottom of the plot
(in blue). We have assumed here vrot = 220 km s�1for the LSR velocity,
vz,�=5 km s�1, and v�,�=7 km s�1for the peculiar motion of the Sun, and
R� = 8.1 kpc.

7.3. Implications for the formation and dynamics

The unprecedentedly accurate PMs derived for the Galactic
satellites from the Gaia DR2 data will allow determining the
mass distribution of the Milky Way well into the realms of
the dark matter halo. They will enable breaking the degener-
acy between the slope of the mass density profile and the or-
bital anisotropy (Wilkinson & Evans 1999; Watkins et al. 2010),
the latter being the limiting factor thus far, which Gaia DR2 has
turned into an observable. Interestingly, our measurements indi-
cate that the orbits of the dSph are not very radial, and this ap-
pears to challenge expectations derived from cosmological sim-
ulations in the ⇤CDM framework (e.g. Lux et al. 2010; Cautun
& Frenk 2017). Their relatively low eccentricity (rapo/rperi < 4)
and non-penetrating orbits (rperi > 30 kpc) may also disfavour
models for the transition of dwarf irregulars into dSph via a tidal-
stirring mechanism (Kazantzidis et al. 2017).

We have found relatively small di↵erences in the orbits in
three di↵erent realistic Galactic potentials when we integrated
over short timescales (the potentials are based on Allen & San-

Article number, page 22 of 49

Gaia Collaboration, Helmi et al. 2018

Angular momentum distribution, looking toward Galactic anticenter
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near the Sun are associated with a single large kinematic structure that has slightly retrograde

mean motion and which dominates the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram’s (HRD) blue sequence

revealed in the Gaia data.12 This large structure is readily apparent (in blue) in Fig. 1a,

which shows the velocity distribution of stars (presumably belonging to the halo) in the

Solar vicinity inside a volume of 2.5 kpc radius from Gaia data (see Methods for details).

Fig. 1b shows the velocity distribution from a simulation of the formation of a thick disk via

a 20% mass-ratio merger.18 The similarity between the panels suggests that the retrograde

structure could be largely made up of stars originating in an external galaxy that merged

with the Milky Way in the past.
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Fig. 1.— Velocity distribution of stars in the Solar vicinity in comparison to a merger

simulation. In the left panel, the velocities of stars in the disk are plotted with grey density

contours (because of the large number of stars), while the halo stars (selected as those with |v �
vLSR| > 210 km/s, where vLSR is the velocity of the Local Standard of Rest) are shown as points.

The blue points are part of a prominent structure with slightly retrograde mean rotational motion,

and have been selected here as those having �1500 < Lz < 150 kpc km/s and energy E >

�1.8 ⇥ 105 km2/s2 (see Methods for details). The panel on the right shows the distribution of

star particles in a small volume extracted from a simulation18 of the formation of a thick disk

via a 5:1 merger between a satellite (in blue) and a pre-existing disk (in black). The overall

morphology and the presence of an arch (from Vy ⇠ �450 km/s and V? =
p

V 2
x + V 2

z ⇠ 50 km/s

to Vy ⇠ �150 km/s and V? ⇠ 300 km/s seen in the left panel) can be reproduced qualitatively

after appropriately scaling the velocities (see Methods), in a simulation where the satellite is disky

(rather than spherical, as the arch-like feature is sharper), and on a retrograde orbit inclined by

⇠ 30o to 60o.

Support for this hypothesis comes from the chemical abundances of stars provided by the

APOGEE survey.9 In Fig. 2a we plot the [↵/Fe] vs [Fe/H] abundances for a sample of stars

cross-matched to Gaia DR2 (see Methods for details). ↵-elements are produced by massive

Gaia data Simulation of a 1:5 merger

Figure from Helmi et al. 2018  
see also Belokurov et al 2018

Gaia view of solar neighborhood



Streams are detected to large distances in the halo

Hernitschek et al. 2017



Not all stars are readily assigned to a particular stream
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What is in the “halo” ?
• dark matter


• satellite galaxies


• globular clusters


• accreted stars formed in other galaxies that 
merged with the MW


• stars born in the MW that ended up on halo-
like orbits, either:


• through interactions between the disk and 
accreted satellite galaxies, or

projected phase-space distribution for different types of 
stars in the “Triangulum-Andromeda” structure 
Price-Whelan et al. 2015



What is in the “halo” ?
• dark matter


• satellite galaxies


• globular clusters


• accreted stars formed in other galaxies that 
merged with the MW


• stars born in the MW that ended up on halo-
like orbits, either:


• through interactions between the disk and 
accreted satellite galaxies, or

ratio of RR Lyr to M giant stars in the TriAnd structure 
compared to the disk, Sagittarius dwarf galaxy and LMC 
Price-Whelan et al. 2015
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The transition from stars formed in situ to accreted likely varies widely 

Sanderson et al. 2018
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Making predictions for a 6+D galaxy
• Simple mock accreted halos  

(e.g. Sanderson, Helmi, & Hogg 2015) 
• spherical analytic halo 
• building blocks matched to satellite mass 

function 
• single tracers ad hoc  

(e.g. K giants, RR Lyrae)

• Galaxia, GUMS  
(Sharma et al. 2011; Gaia DPAC) 

• semi-analytic accreted halo  
(Bullock & Johnston 2005) 

• empirical disk, bulge  
(Robin et al 2001) 

• complete stellar populations 
• 6D+Fe,“alpha”+age

• Aquarius  
(Cooper et al. 2010, Lowing et al 2012) 

• Resampled cosmological sim 
• DM-only + tagging  

(no disk) 
• 6D positions, velocities

• Ananke, Aurigaia  
(Sanderson et al 2018, Grand et al. 2018) 

• Cosmological sim with hydro —> realistic central MW 
• 6D + 10 abundances + ages + … 
• Complete stellar populations



Making predictions for a 6+D galaxy

Galaxy Simulation 
(cosmology, DM model, 
gravity, gas physics, star 
formation, stellar feedback, …)

Survey description  
(Magnitude/color limits, 
extinction/reddening, 
selection function, error 
model, instrument model, …)

Mock Catalog 
one particle = 


one synthetic star

Synthetic Survey 
one particle = one “observed” star

Phase-space density estimation  
(kernel dimension, smoothing scales, 
ages, accretion history, …)

Stellar Populations 
(stellar structure, stellar evolution, 
convection models, isochrone 
mapping, IMF, …)

One particle = many “stars”

…with same age, abundances



ananke.hub.yt
Available for 
Gaia DR2 on:

Ananke  
Sanderson et al. 2018,  
arXiv:1806.10564 

• Cosmological sim with hydro —> realistic central MW 
• 6D + 10 abundances + ages + … 
• Complete stellar populations 
• 3 simulations x 3 observation volumes = 9 surveys

Andrew Wetzel Sarah Loebman Sanjib Sharma
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What have we learned from Gaia so far?

• The disk-halo interface is really 
complicated! Mergers could move stars 
from the disk onto more halo-like orbits 
(see lectures by Hunt, Antoja). Hints 
before Gaia, now very obvious.


• It’s still not clear whether the inner halo 
is an old spheroidal component (“in situ 
halo”), entirely the product of a few 
relatively massive mergers like Gaia-
Enceladus, or both.


• There seems to be plenty of halo 
substructure passing by the Sun 
(papers by Helmi+, Belokurov+, 
Myeong & Evans, Meingast+, Necib+)
….


• …but is there some unifying event 
underneath? more than one? How can 
we compare with predictions?


• Gaia proper motions really clean up 
selections for known streams (e.g. 
Price-Whelan & Bonaca 2018)


• There is more stuff out there to find!
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2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

LSST

Subaru PFS 

Gaia Ext
WFIRST

4MOST 
DESI 
WEAVE 

GMT 
TMT 

ELT 

SDSS-V 

Gaia is only the beginning

Astrometric + spectroscopic
Photometric + astrometric

Spectroscopic: <4-m class
Spectroscopic: >4-m class

By 2028, we will have 
6+D information 

for stars to the MW’s 
virial radius and 

beyond (~300 kpc)…

..and resolved stellar 
maps of the ~100 
nearest MW-like 

galaxies

Euclid

MSE (2027)



Sanderson et al. arXiv:1903.07641
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Sanderson et al. 2017

Projections using simulated accreted stellar halos 
from Bullock & Johnston 2005
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Characterizing the outer stellar halos of simulated Milky Way-M31-like galaxy pairs
Greg Soos (University of Pennsylvania), Robyn Sanderson (University of Pennsylvania)
For this analysis, we probe the outermost regions of the Milky Way (MW) galaxy. Our sense of the extent 
of the gravitational spheres of influence of the MW and its nearest galactic partner, the Andromeda 
Galaxy (M31), is still approximate, as is our understanding of the region in between the two galaxies. In 
the next decade, however, new astronomical surveys (e.g. LSST) will be able to observe stars in this 
region, and thus it is informative to analyze such regions in simulations to predict what we will observe.
Important terms to remember:
• Feedback in Realistic Environments (FIRE) simulations: Simulations of MW-like galaxies, achieving high 

resolution and accuracy by simulating not only DM, but also baryonic feedback (stars, gases). Such 
simulations take on the order of 500,000 core hours to run! Our analysis chiefly probes the region from 
r = 0 to ~600 kpc from galactic center; for comparison MW and M31’s centers are ~800 kpc apart.

• Virial, viral radius, virial mass: “Virial” comes from the virial theorem, an important concept for 
generalizing complicated systems. In the context of astrophysics, we use Rvir as a sort of characteristic 
radius for a galaxy, where Mvir defines the mass within that radius.

• Single, double power law (SPL, DPL): On log-log axes, these look like linear regressions, where DPL has 
two different slopes α and β and some radius rs where the slope changes from one to the other. An SPL 
takes the form 𝜌 = 𝜌0𝑟𝑚, whereas a DPL takes the form 𝜌 = 𝜌0

𝑟𝛼 𝑟+𝑟𝑠 𝛽−𝛼.

• Metallicity: Stellar composition of a particular element, e.g. iron (Fe), magnesium (Mg), measured in 
the form [Fe/H], where [Fe/H] takes the form Fe/H = log10[

mFe/mH stellar
mFe/mH ⊙

]. 

Paired and unpaired systems have similar metallicity profiles

Velocity analysis might differentiate paired and unpaired systems

Density profiles reveal same behavior as seen in surveys
Figures 1a and 1b. On the left is one of the unpaired simulations—”m12f”—processed through Hubble Space
Telescope (HST) filters to look as one might observe from a telescope. On the right is a paired system with
important boundaries marked including where LSST, a new survey telescope, will be able to observe to.

Future direction
- Redo analysis and comparisons with 

subhalos/dwarf galaxies removed
- Density profile regressions in 10-60 kpc range  for 

stronger comparison to survey values
- Analysis repeated with more simulations

Rvir

Dark Matter

Stars

Gas and dust

LSST

Figures 5a to 5d. The upper two graphs depict the
velocity profile of a single body simulation (in this case,
m12i). The lower two graphs depict the profile of a two
body simulation (here, Romeo and Juliet). The color
bar shows the concentration of stellar or DM particles,
in units of particles per histogram bin. Unlike previous
analyses, there actually seems to be a noticeable
difference between the paired and unpaired systems—
specifically a higher matter concentration and fewer
apparent subhalos in the paired simulation. We will
want to probe these differences further in the future.

Figures 2a and 2b (above). Density profiles of paired
and unpaired simulations, from galactic center to
outskirts (100-500 kpc). Each data point represents
the density of some shell of discrete thickness at
some radius r. Profiles are fit by both SPLs and DPLs
(not on plot). We find DPLs fail to fit stellar profiles
any better than SPLs, while DM profiles are better fit
by a DPL. This find is consistent with what is observed
in survey data.

Figure 3 (left). SPL/DPL fit exponents for stellar/DM
density profiles respectively versus virial mass. m
represents the stellar profile SPL slope, whereas α

Figures 4a and 4b (right). Fe and α
element abundance profiles, where α
refers to Mg. Though the plots are
highly noisy at r ≳ 400 kpc, we can still
notice there is little apparent
difference in the distribution between
paired and unpaired simulations,
reaffirming that out to ~600 kpc, our
analyses are indifferent to paired
versus unpaired systems.

represents the DPL inner slope and β the outer slope of the DM profile. The blue band shows the range of
results of eight surveys for the stellar profile at intermediate galactocentric radii (~10-60 kpc range), while
the orange and green dashed lines show more generalized predictions for α and β. We come away with
two important conclusions: 1) Our simulation analysis matches real-life results, and 2) when comparing
paired versus unpaired systems, there is little obvious difference in the observed SPL and DPL exponents.

Stellar halo

Analysis calculations were run on the cluster “rusty” at the Flatiron Institute. The simulations used in this work were run using allocations from XSEDE TG-AST130039 and PRAC NSF.1713353 supported by the NSF, NASA HEC SMD-16-7223 and SMD-16-7592, and High Performance Computing at Los Alamos
National Labs. This work also made use of Astropy, a community-developed core Python package for Astronomy (Astropy Collaboration et al. 2013), matplotlib (Hunter 2007), numpy (van der Walt et al. 2011), scipy (Jones et al. 01 ), ipython (Perez & Granger 2007), and NASA’s Astrophysics Data System.

Stellar mass density in FIRE-2 simulated halos

Soos, Sanderson et al. in prep

There is lots out there 
still to find!


